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PURPOSEFUL DESIGN
Creating Policies Customized to Client Needs
Fred W. Churchley III, CLU®
Founder
Churchley Financial Group, LLC

Once a client senses that life insurance coverage is needed, then what?
How do they choose the best product or carrier to meet their needs?
That’s what we’ll tackle in this chapter, revealing how to assess
client needs along with specific approaches to make sense of all the
options for helping the client obtain everything they need.

IT’S JUST INSURANCE, RIGHT?

Most consumers understand there are few different types of policies
available in the market—Term and Whole Life or Universal Life. Beyond
that, they usually don’t believe there are many differences in policies,
except for price. They also view most insurance companies as roughly
equivalent, swayed perhaps by how much each spends on advertising. In
other words, life insurance is seen as a generic commodity.
Yet, ask someone how they decided on their last car purchase and
they can tell you in great detail how they evaluated size, mileage, 2- or
4-wheel drive, safety ratings, warranty, domestic or foreign, and on and
on. People put more energy and research into a car they will drive far
fewer years than they will likely own a life insurance policy, which may
be in force for multiple decades.
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Promotion of specific products has led the public to view
life insurance as a generic commodity.

”

It may surprise you, but there are just as many considerations that
go into purchasing life insurance as buying a car. There are multiple
options available in a policy, features equivalent to a warranty, even a
maintenance package! Selecting a policy without being fully informed
of the choices will likely fail to meet all the client’s objectives. Worse,
they may not learn of these inadequacies until it’s too late.
Why are people so unaware of these facts? It isn’t for lack of
available information. Life insurance companies are clamoring to get
their products in front of consumers—just turn on the TV, radio or
open your mailbox. In fact, promoting specific products may be the
very factor that has contributed to the public’s misunderstanding.

LEADING THE CLIENT—THE RIGHT WAY

My experience is that most products are sold by a captive agent
representing only one company with just one or two products.
Alternatively, they may represent that they are “independent”, but
either don’t have the license to offer a full range of products (including
separate account products) or they don’t take the time to really
understand that client’s particular needs. Eager to make a living, the
agent “leads” the client into choosing between the available options,
with no regard to the many other product choices available in the
marketplace. After all, why discuss what you can’t provide?



Purposeful Design is comparable to having companies
bid on building your dream car.

”

A true-life insurance professional does exactly the opposite. The
process starts not with the product, but with the client’s purpose for
owning it and only THEN is the ideal product designed to meet his or
her needs and risk tolerance. This is purposeful design.
Also, by working with an independent professional, the consumer
will be able to choose among various insurance companies, based on
financial ratings, underwriting strengths and many other factors, and
truly bring a best-in-class solution no matter what kind of product it

calls for. It’s like creating the specifications for your dream car, and
then putting it out to bid. Ironically, instead of yielding the hefty price
of a custom automobile, this competition among insurers may actually
result in a lower price and/or lower costs of ownership, while still giving
the customer everything they want and need in a policy. Developing
those custom specs, and making sense of the resulting “bids,” is what
we’re about to explore.

WHO THIS CHAPTER WILL HELP
In this chapter, we will explore:
The various types of insurance policies
Assessing client priorities
	Elements to consider in the design of optimum coverage to meet
client objectives
A tool for helping the client make their policy selection
When finished, any professional involved in financial, tax or estate
planning will have a more complete understanding of how to advise
their clients on the selection of life insurance policies. By becoming
more knowledgeable on all the elements of a policy, how they interact,
and the tradeoffs between each element, this chapter will show how to
be become better equipped to recommend the best policy and deliver
a 10X client experience.

THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF POLICY DESIGN
A life insurance policy has four basic elements that are foundational
for a purposeful design.
1.	Safety – the financial strength of the carrier(s).
2.	Certainty – the degree of confidence that policy design
parameters will perform as expected.
3.	Equity – the ability to accumulate accessible cash value within
the policy.
4.	Flexibility – the ability to modify the plan as needs and
circumstances change.
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When designing a life insurance policy, one must help the client
prioritize and balance the importance of these elements to achieve
the right outcome that will meet his or her objectives.
To accomplish this, we utilize a tool called the Life Assurance
Design Questionnaire™ (LADQ). This unique tool was developed
by Valmark Financial Group in collaboration with Valmark Member
Firms across the U.S., to ensure its usability with all types of clients
in helping them understand and prioritize these elements. We’ll look
at this in more detail later.

	If Safety is important, is the client willing to pay a higher
premium to have a policy from a financially stronger carrier? If
so, how much higher?

PURPOSE PRECEDES DESIGN

Before an effective design can be undertaken, it is vital to understand
the purpose of the life insurance coverage. That purpose will dictate
how long the coverage is necessary, and often will span:
A specific time period
The projected life expectancy
Actual lifetime
Some other duration

THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWING
THE DURATION
For example, if the purpose is income replacement
up to the breadwinner’s retirement, the time period
is temporary and likely very specific. However, if the
purpose is estate equalization or estate liquidity,
the period is uncertain and must be funded for the
full lifetime of the insured. The purpose will also influence whether the
policy is a single life policy or a second-to-die policy.

PRIORITIZING THE FOUR ELEMENTS

After the purpose and time frame is established, the client must be
challenged to prioritize each of the four elements that impact policy
design. For example:

	If Certainty is important, is the client willing to pay more
to make sure the premiums will not increase and the death
benefit will not decrease? In recent years, declining bond
yields on general account products, using unrealistic earnings
assumptions, have created uncertainty as to what the client
would have to pay when those assumptions do not come to
pass. A greater level of certainty can be obtained by using
more conservative and realistic assumptions or products with
guarantee provisions. In dealing with clients over the last 40
years, I have learned it is far better to help my clients model
policies with realistic expectations than it is to rely on rates that
will not likely materialize.
	If Equity in the policy is important, does the client want to
direct or modify the investments inside the policy? Equity buildup is also influenced by such factors as the amount of premiums
paid, the actual earnings rates received, policy charges applied,
and other contractual provisions. By having equity in the
policy, the client has many more options down the road if plans
change, they need to make adjustments in the premium, or if the
insurance needs to be used for another purpose.
	Many products offer Flexibility by designing premiums to be
paid every year, or just for a specific time period (i.e. 10 years).
They can even give the policy holder the ability to skip premium
payments in the future. Some policies can reduce the death
benefit in the future if objectives change. By contrast, some
product types offer limited flexibility and may even penalize the
coverage duration if the premiums are paid in any way different
than the original design. Besides policy type and structure,
having equity in the policy generally gives the client far more
flexibility. If we think of life insurance policies as providing
benefits 20, 30 or even 50 years in the future, policies with no-
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flexibility are like non-refundable airline tickets: while they may
be slightly cheaper, travel plans cannot be changed.
By asking purposeful design questions, a life insurance professional
will be able to prioritize the objectives required by the client
and understand the tradeoffs that can be made to come up with a
customized product design.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF POLICIES
As mentioned at the outset, most everyone is familiar with the two
basic types of life insurance available today: Term insurance and
Permanent insurance. We will outline these in general as a basis for
designing the best policy, but they are covered in greater detail in
Chapter 3: Types of Policies, including their history and evolution.
Term insurance typically has low premiums and is simple to
understand. It offers to pay a death benefit during a limited time
horizon (the term), usually terminating before the normal life
expectancy is reached. The options are limited to:
a. the number of years that are covered, and
b.	whether the premium is guaranteed to remain the same or will
possibly rise over time.
Most people think of Term Life insurance as ‘premature’ death
insurance: should they die unexpectedly, the payout can offset lost
earning power or some other purpose. In the long run, the cost is low
but there is no residual value if the insured party survives.

PERMANENT

Everything that is not term insurance falls into the category of
Permanent insurance. This is where so many of the variations can be
found, as presented in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

TERM
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This broad variety of insurance types did not always exist. These policies
have evolved over time, in response to consumer needs, market forces, and
the industry’s response to shifts in the economy, regulation and interest rates.
A timeline of these changes is illustrated in Figure 2.

EVOLUTION

VUL

1980s

Universal Life

1960s

Whole Life
Choose the Death
Benefit

 hole Life – Characterized by the highest premiums for the
W
death benefit amount and offers the potential for dividends to be
paid to enhance policy values or reduce premium in the coming
years. Whole Life also offers a cash value that will always equal
the death benefit.2

•

 djustable Life – Offered some flexibility in choosing a lower
A
premium, but resulted in less cash value and an initial guarantee
that was less than age 100. This product was largely replaced by
Universal Life.

•

 urrent Assumption Universal Life (“UL”) – Provides lower
C
estimated premiums than Whole Life with significant policy
flexibility and moderate equity.

•

Variable Universal Life (“VUL”) – Offers more flexibility
compared to UL with the highest equity potential, earnings
volatility and cash value performance risk. VUL allows the policy
owner to allocate equity to various investment sub-accounts, and
is therefore regulated as both a security and insurance product.

•

 niversal Life with Secondary Guarantees (“GUL”) –
U
Distinguished by higher certainty with a guaranteed death
benefit for a set premium that is well below the equivalent
premium of Whole Life. However, in response to persistent
low interest rates, fewer carriers offer it and the premiums
have continued to climb, which has resulted in it becoming less
prevalent in the market.

•

 ybrid Variable Universal Life (“Hybrid VUL”) – Offers both
H
certainty and flexibility and features a guaranteed death benefit
with lower equity accumulation potential (due to investment
restrictions or higher charges). The death benefit can be increased,
or future premiums reduced, if the owner elects to pay higher
premiums in the present or transfer amounts in from other policies.

Choose
Investment Option

Unbundle
Mechanics

Unbundle
Mechanics

Change the
Premium Anytime

Change the
Premium Anytime

Choose the
Premium

Choose the
Premium

Choose the
Premium

Choose the Death
Benefit

Choose the Death
Benefit

Choose the Death
Benefit

Adjustable Life

•

1990s

OF LIFE INSURANCE

1970s

The types of permanent insurance can generally be summarized as:

Current

VUL Hybrid
Enhancements
with Riders

2010

Index UL

2005–11

Choose
Investment Option

Equity Market with
Cap & Floor

Unbundle
Mechanics

Death Benefit
Guaranteed

Unbundle
Mechanics

Death Benefit
Guaranteed

Fixed Premium

Choose the
Premium

Fixed Premium

Choose the Death
Benefit

Choose the Death
Benefit

Choose the Death
Benefit

No-lapse UL
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Indexed
Universal Life (“IUL”) – Provides lower estimated
premiums than Whole Life with significant policy flexibility and
higher equity potential and earnings volatility than UL. It is used
primarily for accumulation of policy cash values and has grown in
popularity and availability because it is not regulated as a security.

For an in-depth comparison of all the advantages and disadvantages
of various types of permanent insurance, see Figure 6: Life Insurance
Product Overview at the end of this chapter.

A WORLD OF VARIATIONS

In addition to the basic product types, there are numerous variations
of products that may help further customize the design. For example,
a client may like the guarantees offered by a Whole Life policy, but
the resulting premium may be more than they would like to pay.
To counter that, a Whole Life policy can be designed with a term
rider added. This will reduce the premium level by shifting some
of the coverage to less expensive term insurance, but it impacts the
guarantees and the certainty, equity and flexibility factors.
For non-Whole Life policies, there may also be different death
benefit options to consider, such as a level death benefit, increasing
death benefit, and a ‘return of premium’ death benefit. A client may
be interested in an increasing death benefit to satisfy the need for
increasing the level of coverage in the future. However, the client
may be faced with a premium approximately 50% higher as a result.
Given the ability to purposefully design coverage to meet client
specific goals, budgets, preferences, and risk tolerance, it’s easy to see
why selling only one or two products to all clients is a flawed approach.

SPLIT COVERAGE WINS THE DAY
One interesting case of mine involved a client that
needed an additional $10 million of coverage. The
key advisor to this client was convinced that a
Guaranteed Universal Life (GUL) policy would be
the best product for the client, and he wanted to
diversify the coverage amongst two companies
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with strong financials. The LADQ showed that along with certainty
(guarantees) being important, both the client and advisor thought
equity and flexibility were equally important.
By assessing these objectives carefully, in the end, we were able to
satisfy everyone. We agreed on the need to spread the coverage
between two strong carriers. However, what we placed with those
companies was $5 million of Guaranteed Universal Life and $5 million
of Variable Life, with guarantees throughout the client’s life expectancy.
If a different agent would have been used and the LADQ not utilized to
pinpoint everyone’s objectives, the client most likely would have ended
up with $10 million in GUL, with limited cash values and flexibility.

THE INHERENT TRADEOFFS

When designing a life insurance portfolio, it becomes paramount to
consider the tradeoffs between the four pillars of design—Safety,
Certainty, Equity and Flexibility.
Ideally, a client would “want it all”—a totally guaranteed death
benefit and premium, a highly rated, financially strong insurance
company, and substantial equity potential and flexibility. However,
that design usually correlates to a premium level much higher than
the client would be willing to pay or one that is necessary to
accomplish their objectives. Each of the pillars has an associated
cost, and a tradeoff discussion helps clients focus on the most
important elements to them.

POLICY DESIGN IN A CRISIS
During the financial crisis, one of my clients
identified his focus to be Certainty and Safety, as
you might imagine. He was also hesitant to commit
the necessary six-figure premium necessary to
obtain the coverage because of his uncertainty in
how long and how severe the crisis might be. We
were able to satisfy his needs by designing a policy with the guarantees
he was looking for with a very strong company. We utilized a step-
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rated premium structure that started low for 5 years, and gradually
increased during the life of the policy, which he believed would be
after the end of the financial crisis.

So how does a client choose? Providing clients with more and more
options, without a way to understand them or show clients how
they are making the best selection to meet their needs, is not doing
any service to the client. In fact, they may end up doing nothing or
delaying the decision and putting their larger plans at risk. After all,
a confused mind usually decides “no.”
Helping the client compare and choose is where the 10X insurance
professional truly stands out, as you’ll see next.

Many carriers structure contract charges and benefits differently for
various objectives. A product focused on death benefit will not
accumulate cash value like an accumulation-oriented product, but the
accumulation product may offer more favorable loan provisions. A
policy that tries to do a bit of everything likely will not be as costefficient as a product tailored to meet the client’s specific objective.

RIDERS AND SUPPLEMENTS
There are also various riders and supplemental
benefits that can be attached to policies to meet
specific needs. For example, a long-term care rider
can be part of a policy if that is something important
to a client. If that is the case, it also will limit the
choice of carriers because not every company
offers this type of rider. Additionally, it may be important to the client
that the ultimate death benefit be paid out in installments, rather than
a lump sum, which might also limit what companies can be considered.

HELPING THE CLIENT MAKE SENSE OF IT ALL

What we’ve explored is that there are many options—and choices—
at your disposal:
	Various product types exist to satisfy client objectives.
	Coverage can be diversified among various carriers to reduce risk.
	Some design options will be limited by the choice of carrier.
	The client may have to choose a less favorable underwriting
offer to obtain a product feature they desire.
	Saving on premiums may come at the sacrifice of certain features.

A BLUEPRINT FOR CHOOSING
Once we have a sense of the client’s objectives, priorities and
preferences, it’s time to help them understand the choices and tradeoffs.
One of the most challenging aspects of obtaining life insurance is
developing a system to show the client how to compare companies,
products and product types. You could tell the client to trust your
expertise and advice, but do you really want them saying that you
made the choice for them?
One might think that comparing all insurance company
illustrations would be a sufficient tool for choosing a policy, but this
would be a mistake. Each illustration can run 30 pages or longer and
they are confusing, difficult to understand, and each company uses a
different format for their illustration. More importantly, life insurance
illustrations were created to help clients and prospects understand
the mechanics of how modern life insurance products work, not to
compare policies. For a detailed explanation of why this is so, and
the dangers of relying on policy illustrations, refer to Chapter 4:
Premium Does Not Equal Cost.

ENTER THE LIFE ASSURANCE 360° BLUEPRINT

Valmark Financial Group collaborated with its Member Firms to
create an innovative report as an effective way to compare product
types and specific products amongst several insurance carriers. This
was developed, like most of our proprietary systems, with input from
various Member Firms and the emphasis from the beginning was to
make it client-friendly.
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This Blueprint is very effective in being able to show clients how
different products work and illustrates the tradeoffs they are making
with various funding levels for those products.
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managing the winner over the life of the policy (see Figure 3).

BLUEPRINT
MAKING THE TRADEOFFS VISUAL

Many times, when reviewing the results of the LADQ, the client wants
to challenge or change priorities because he or she didn’t realize the
tradeoffs involved when deciding on what is most important to them.
The Blueprint helps a client actually see what those tradeoffs are and
how they work within each policy type.
A highly effective use of the Blueprint is showing a specific
product type that was identified for the client from the LADQ and
then contrasting different insurance companies’ products within that
product type category, using the best “apples to apples” comparison
between the companies and products.
What we have accomplished with the Blueprint is a condensed
version of a 30-page illustration into a few pages that numerically
and graphically illustrates the most important aspects of the product.
This, in turn, enables a client to understand the moving parts of each
type of policy and each company’s offering.



The LA360°™ Blueprint simplifies carrier illustrations
for clients.

”

HOW THE BLUEPRINT WORKS

The Blueprint starts by summarizing the client’s coverage priorities in
the design phase around the four basic elements of Safety, Certainty,
Equity and Flexibility, making it clear why specific products were
selected for review. Each product is then analyzed and compared
side-by-side, and we conclude with guidelines for measuring and

FIGURE 3

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

Each product being considered is summarized into four different
characteristics:
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Here we offer a summary overview of the entire policy, including:
the amount of desired death benefit, premium, projected and
guaranteed length of coverage, life expectancy and non-guaranteed
surrender values.
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

Next, the internal rate of return (IRR) is shown at various stages
of a client’s life. The IRR is usually shown at Life Expectancy
(LE), at plus and minus 5 years of LE, and a longer age such as
age 100 or 125. The IRR is shown as a gross rate, then also shown
adjusted for income taxes and adjusted for income and estate
taxes. This way, the client can compare to other investment types
that many times are not sheltered from income and estate taxes
like life insurance is, when designed properly.

Life Insurance 10X
DEATH BENEFIT

The next section is Determinants of Death Benefit. This
graphically shows the guaranteed and non-guaranteed amounts
and lengths of coverage, highlighted at both life expectancy and
plus and minus 5 years of life expectancy.
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client. Each product is rated from 1–5 in meeting the four elements
of Safety, Certainty, Equity and Flexibility and includes the amount
of premium. There is also written commentary on each product along
with a summary of the carrier. See Figure 5.

AGE-SPECIFIC BENEFITS

Lastly, there is a graphical summary showing the length of the
death benefit coverage with an assumed rate of return from the
illustration, starting with the guaranteed death benefit.
This one-page summary within the Blueprint (see Figure 4) can be
provided for several carriers as well as for a client’s existing policy
if you want to compare it to a different company or policy offering.

FIGURE 5

As you can see, the LA360°™ Blueprint is a game-changer in helping
clients holistically analyze and make an informed decision on the
best policy to meet their needs, using the options before them.

LA360°™ BLUEPRINT IN ACTION
FIGURE 4

RECOMMENDATION COMPARISON

We finish the Blueprint with a side-by-side summary of all the products
we previously analyzed. The purpose of this page is to summarize the
products that may meet the coverage priorities and are unique to the

Another client of mine required that they coordinate
with their family office to select policies. Product
diversification was a high priority when placing six
different polices into various trusts. Compounding
the issue, some of the policies were single life, while
others were second-to-die policies. The Blueprints
were vital in being able to show everyone the interrelationship of the
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level of premium and guarantees as well as the assumed rates of return
at the current crediting rate. The graphs were particularly useful for the
client to see the projected length of coverage that was guaranteed and
what was projected for life expectancy, plus and minus 5 years.

The knowledgeable 10X insurance advisor will incorporate the
client’s objectives regarding Safety, Certainty, Equity and Flexibility
into the recommendation of an appropriate company and product.
The best product decisions can be made when both the client and his
advisor are aware of:

By looking at different crediting rates, everyone could determine an
appropriate mix of guaranteed and non-guaranteed premium and
death benefits for the policies. They were comforted by the fact that we
kept ultimate flexibility to meet future unseen changes in the financial
markets, as well as the client’s personal situation.
As we continued to review the performance of these policies after
they were in force, the client made significant changes to the premium
structure to increase the length of the guarantees in two of the policies,
while increasing the premiums. The Blueprints made these choices
easier because of its ability to graphically and numerically summarize
the 30-page illustrations so the client and his family office could
understand, analyze and make decisions.

Valmark collaborates with its Member Firms to continuously look for
ways to evolve and enhance our unique planning processes, including
LA360°™. Sometimes this is accomplished through client feedback
and other times in response to the need to adapt to industry changes.
Ultimately, what this ensures is that clients continue to receive 10X
service in choosing products that are aligned with their best interests
and unique needs.

CONCLUSION
Maintaining a focus on client needs, rather than product sales,
means customizing a client’s life insurance portfolio using the most
appropriate carriers, product types and design elements to accomplish
the client’s coverage objectives. There is no one best product for
everyone. This is why Purposeful Design is best described as an
advisory process vs. a sales process.

	the objectives of the insurance,
	the client’s risk tolerance regarding the elements of all products,
	the financial strength of the insurance companies,
	and the tradeoffs when designing and selecting a policy.
This process dispels the myth that life insurance is a generic
commodity and leads to the realization that “one size does not fit
all.” Like buying an automobile, knowing your priorities and what
choices are available will determine your ultimate purchase.



Purposeful Design is ultimately an advisory process rather
than a sales process.

”

Finally, the process culminates when the client has the information
they need, presented in a manner they can readily understand, to decide
among the product recommendations provided to them. This is where
the client truly relies on the help of a professional. Our 10X solution is
to outline company and product choices using the Life Assurance 360°
Blueprint, which visually illustrates the tradeoffs between companies
and products so an informed decision can be made.
The benefit of this process is assurance that the client has the
knowledge and clarity of all the companies and products available to
them. Ultimately, a better educated client receives a policy customized
and best suited to their unique needs. Purposeful Design of a policy
through the Life Assurance 360° Blueprint is yet one more way to
ensure that each client has a 10X life insurance buying experience.
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LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCT OVERVIEW
PRODUCT TYPE

WHOLE LIFE
Without term
riders

UNIVERSAL
LIFE
Without
secondary
death benefit
guarantees

UNIVERSAL
LIFE

With secondary
death benefit
guarantees

VARIABLE
UNIVERSAL
LIFE
Without
secondary
death benefit
guarantees

VARIABLE
UNIVERSAL
LIFE

With secondary
death benefit
guarantees

INDEXED
UNIVERSAL
LIFE
Without
secondary
death benefit
guarantees

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

	
Guaranteed premiums –
cannot change
	Fully reserved with cash
values available to policy
owners
	Over 100+ years history.
Whole life has consistently
paid benefits

	
Expensive – highest premium for the death
benefit
	
Inflexible design – difficult to change premium or
death benefit
	
Actual dividends are unlikely to be as high as
currently illustrated dividend crediting rates
	
Dividends paid at insurance company’s discretion
and based upon fixed income returns only

	Lower projected premium
	
A great amount of premium
flexibility
	
Adjustable death benefit

	
Client at risk for having to pay higher premium
	
Company can change cost of insurance, credited
rate and expense charges
	
Very little is guaranteed – Almost everything is
subject to company’s discretion

	Low guaranteed premium
	
Premiums remain flexible.
However, changes in
premiums may adversely
affect guarantees

	Very high expense loads lead to low cash values
	
Analysts, academics and regulators are
concerned that the inability to adjust charges
may create financial pressure on the company
	
The “worst case” is also the “best case”. No
potential for better-than guaranteed results. Little
or no ability to adapt policy to future changes.
	
If not properly managed, guarantees can be lost,
leading to expensive “catch-ups’ or policy lapse

	
All expenses are described
in prospectus.
	
Client selects investments
	
Historically higher rates of
return can be used to reduce
premium payments, increase
benefits or provide flexibility
	
Additional safety of separate
accounts give maximum
protection from insurance
company insolvency

	Client has a higher premium if targeted returns
are not achieved as illustrated
	
Volatility of returns affects policy performance.
	
Some clients are not sophisticated enough to
understand or manage product
	
Product may not be suitable for very
conservative policyholders

	
All advantages of Variable
Universal Life
	
All advantages of Universal
Life with secondary death
benefit guarantees
	
Combines flexibility, low
overall cost and potential for
strong performance

	
These products have charges for the guarantees.
Younger clients with robustly funded VUL
policies may prefer lower charges of VUL
	
Guaranteed premiums are usually higher than
with Non-Variable Universal Life. The upside
potential may not offset this for older age clients
	
Fewer insurance companies offer this product

	
All advantages of Universal
Life without secondary death
benefit guarantees
	
Somewhat higher cash
value growth potential than
Universal Life
	
If chosen indices experience a
loss, cash value protected by
a minimum floor (usually 0%)

	All disadvantages of Universal Life without
secondary death benefit guarantees
	
Extremely complex product mechanics usually
accompanied by various administrative
technicalities that may materially alter the
product performance results
	
Limited historical information on carrier treatment
of non-guaranteed performance elements related
to the index in various economic environments
	It is a product that gives the insurance company
the most latitude to change key non-guaranteed
elements to the detriment of policy holders

FIGURE 6

1	An interest rate cap is a series of European interest call options (called caplets), with a
particular interest rate, each of which expire on the date the floating loan rate will be
reset. Floors are similar to caps in that they consist of a series of European interest put
options (called caplets) with a particular interest rate, each of which expire on the date
the floating loan rate will be reset. Investopedia. Interest Rates Caps and Floors.
2	Provided that the Whole Life premium is paid without adding term riders. The use of term
riders can lower premiums but destroy many of the primary benefits of Whole Life.
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PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
DEFINITIONS

Professional Designation Definitions
Association
	
for Advanced Life Underwriting (AALU) – for a list of membership
requirements, see: https://www.aalu.org/membership/join-aalu/
Life
	
Underwriter Training Council Fellow (LUTCF) – NAIFA's Life Underwriter
Training Council Fellow (LUTCF®) Designation Program is often considered
the first designation any insurance professional should earn and has deliv-

Certified
	
Financial Planner (CFP®) – The CFP® certification marks identify

ered value to more than 70,000 professionals since 1984. For more informa-

professionals who have met the high standards of competency and ethics es-

tion, see http://www.naifa.org/professional-development/pdp/lutcf

tablished and enforced by CFP Board. CFP Board's Standards of Professional
Conduct require CFP® professionals to act in their clients’ best interests. For

Registered
	
Financial Consultant (RFC®) – A professional designation awarded by

more information, see https://www.cfp.net/about-cfp-board/cfp-certification-

the IARFC to financial consultants who meet high standards of education, experi-

the-standard-of-excellence

ence and integrity. For more information, see: http://www.iarfc.org/default.asp

Certified
	
Public Accountant (CPA) – As with many other professions, accountants

Licensed
	
Insurance Consultant (LIC) – A counselor’s license will allow a

have a number of professional credentials and certifications designed to ensure

person to counsel in one or more of the following areas with the proper

a high level of professionalism. The most widely sought credential is the CPA, or

qualifications: life (LI) insurance, accident and health (AH) insurance and/

certified public accountant. It is both a designation and a certification process.

or property and casualty (P&C) insurance. Persons admitted to the practice

For more information, see http://www.aicpa.org/BecomeACPA/Pages/default.aspx

of law in Michigan may counsel insurance without obtaining a license, but
cannot represent themselves as licensed counselors by the State of Michi-

Chartered
	
Financial Consultant (ChFC®) – A professional designation repre-

gan. For more information, see http://www.michigan.gov/difs/0,5269,7-303-

senting completion of a comprehensive course consisting of financial educa-

22535_60490_23035---,00.html

tion, examinations and practical experience. Chartered Financial Consultant
designations are granted by The American College upon completion of seven

Trust
	
and Estate Practitioner (TEP) – A designation that is recognized world-

required courses and two elective courses. For more information, see https://

wide and is a way to formally identify qualified trust and estate practitioners

www.theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/ChFC

and distinguish them from non-specialists who occasionally deal with trusts
and estates. For more information, see https://www.step.org/sites/default/

Chartered
	
Life Underwriter (CLU®) – A chartered life underwriter (CLU) is a
professional designation for individuals who wish to specialize in life insurance and estate planning. Individuals must complete five core courses and
three elective courses, and successfully pass all eight two-hour, 100-question
examinations in order to receive the designation. For more information, see
https://www.theamericancollege.edu/designations-degrees/CLU
Million
	
Dollar Round Table (MDRT), Top of the Table (TOT) – for a list of membership requirements, see: https://www.mdrt.org/membership/requirements/

files/Basic_principles_of_marketing/Why_Become_a_TEP_2011.pdf
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OTHER DISCLOSURES
The material contained in this book is for informational purposes only and is not
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual nor
does it take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation
or needs of individual investors.
Any opinions, projections, or recommendations in this report are subject to
change without notice and are not intended as individual investment advice.
This material is intended for informational purposes only and should not be
construed as legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. You should
consult a qualified attorney, tax adviser, investment professional or insurance
agent about the issues discussed herein.
Valmark Financial Group’s company disclosures can be found at http://www.
valmarkfg.com/site/resources-section/company-disclosures/

